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B Y  S A R A  R E A R D O N

By two months of age, the boy was near 
death. He had spent his entire short 
life in the neonatal intensive care unit 

(NICU) at Children’s Mercy Hospital in Kan-
sas City, Missouri, while physicians tried 
to work out the cause of his abnormalities. 
When his liver failed in April 2013, the medi-
cal staff warned his parents that the outlook 
was grim.

Then geneticist Stephen Kingsmore and 
his team at Children’s Mercy took on the case. 
Within three days, they had sequenced the 
genomes of the baby and his parents, and iden-
tified a rare mutation that was common to the 
child and both of his parents. The mutation 
turned out to be linked to a disease in which 
an overactive immune system damages the 
liver and spleen. Armed with a diagnosis, the 
baby’s physicians put him on drugs to lower 
his immune response. The boy is now at home 

and healthy. Had physicians sent his DNA off 
for a conventional genomic test, the diagnosis 
could have taken more than a month — by 
which time he would probably have died.

The boy is one of 44 sick infants whose 
genomes Kingsmore’s group has sequenced 
using a process that can provide a diagnosis 
in as little as 24 hours. In 28 of these cases, the 
researchers have been able to diagnose the 
baby’s condition. And in about half of these, 
they have been able to recommend changes 
in treatment, Kingsmore reported on 19 Sep-
tember at the Genomics of Common Diseases 
meeting in Potomac, Maryland. On 6 October,  
his group will kick off a larger project to 
sequence hundreds of babies’ genomes. It 
will be the first of four newborn-sequencing 
studies that each received multimillion- 
dollar grants from the US National Institutes of 
Health (NIH) in September 2013. The studies 
will address both the feasibility and the ethics 
of a process that could soon become standard 
for inexplicably ill newborns. 

Over the next five years, Kingsmore’s group 
will sequence the genomes of 500 sick babies 
from the Children’s Mercy Hospital NICU 
and compare the infants’ clinical outcomes 
with those of 500 NICU babies who are 
diagnosed using conventional genetic and 
metabolic tests. The researchers will assess 
whether rapid sequencing allows babies to 
avoid unnecessary tests and unhelpful treat-
ments, and whether it helps parents to make 
decisions about care when the child is diag-
nosed as having a fatal disease. Even when 
an infant does die, Kingsmore says, a genome 
sequence and diagnosis can provide closure 
to parents and give more information about 
the genetic conditions they carry.

Kingsmore calls the rapid sequencing tech-
nique a ‘factory’ approach, in which four or 
five specialists each perform one step of the 
process — from the blood draw to the final 
diagnosis — as quickly as possible. The group 
collects DNA from both of the parents and 
the baby to quickly identify mutations in the 
child’s genome, then sequences the DNA and 
uses custom software to target specific parts 
of the genome on the basis of their symptoms. 
After making a gene-based diagnosis and 
delivering relevant information to the baby’s 
physician, the group stores the sequence data 
anonymously in a secure database for use in 
future studies.

Misha Angrist, a genomic-policy expert 

G E N O M I C S

Fast sequencing 
saves newborns
Rapid analysis of infant genomes is aiding diagnosis 
and treatment of inexplicably ill babies.

The genomes of ill newborns can be sequenced in less than 24 hours to give clinicians a rapid diagnosis.
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B Y  D A N I E L  C R E S S E Y

A major international agreement is com-
ing into force to combat ‘biopiracy’ — 
profiting from biological products while 

failing to compensate the community from 
which they originate. The Nagoya Protocol aims 
to ensure that developing nations benefit when 
their plants, animals or microbes are used by 
foreign scientists. 

But some researchers fear that the agreement 
will stymie vital activities, such as conservation 
or monitoring and treating infectious diseases.

The protocol takes effect on 12 October, 
four years after it was signed in Nagoya, Japan. 
Its 92 signatories include Brazil, Japan and the 
European Union. Notably absent are China 
and the United States, although researchers 
in those countries will have to comply with 
the laws of nations where they collect samples. 

Part of the United Nations Convention on 
Biological Diversity (CBD), the protocol has 
the stated purpose of ensuring “fair and equi-
table sharing of benefits arising out of the uti-
lization of genetic resources”, which covers all 
organisms. Researchers must already obtain 
permits to collect samples from certain coun-
tries, but the protocol means that they will have 

to enter into ‘access and benefit sharing’ (ABS) 
arrangements. These set out who might profit 
— and how — from the organisms being used, 
and stipulate how to distribute the benefits 
fairly, for example through co-authorship of 
publications, or sharing profits from products 
such as drugs, vaccines or crops.

Several high-profile cases underscore the 
need for such rules, says Braulio de Souza Dias, 
executive secretary of the CBD secretariat. In a 
case often cited as a victory against biopiracy, 
a European patent on an antifungal agent 
derived from neem, an evergreen tree native 
to India, was revoked in 2000 after a long legal 
battle, on the grounds that Indian farmers had 
used the fungicide for decades. Other con-
troversies have involved a US patent on the 
use of turmeric in wound healing, which was 
withdrawn, and one on ayahuasca — a hallu-
cinogenic tea made from Amazonian plants 
— which has now expired.

The importance of the issue also became 
apparent in 2007, when Indonesia baulked at 
sharing samples from people infected with avian 
influenza with the World Health Organization, 
on the grounds that the nation would not bene-
fit from any resulting papers or patents. Indeed, 
scientists working abroad stand to gain from the 

at Duke University in Durham, North 
Carolina, says that although the 24-hour 
genome process is impressive, it is not clear 
whether genomic sequencing of newborns 
will soon become standard practice. Many 
questions remain about who will pay for 
sequencing, who should have access to 
the data and how far clinicians should go 
in extracting genome information that 
is unrelated to the disease at hand. Then 
there is the question of how informative 
the process is. “I think it’s really important 
that we do these experiments so that we 
start to see what that yield is,” Angrist says.

So far, only the Kansas City team has 
been cleared to begin trials, thanks to a 
waiver from the US Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA) that allows sequencing of 
very ill babies. Normally, a test must be 
experimentally proven before being used 
to diagnose patients. “These are very pio-
neering studies,” Kingsmore says. “I think 
that everybody is keen to see whether this 
is the start of a new approach at FDA, and 
whether it will happen in the future with 
similar studies.”

The other NIH-funded teams are 
awaiting approval from the FDA or from 
internal ethics-review boards. In Boston, 
Massachusetts, a group led by physicians 
Alan Beggs of Boston Children’s Hospi-
tal and Robert Green of the Brigham and 
Women’s Hospital is planning a study of 
240 healthy babies and 240 from NICUs. 
The team will randomly sequence the 
exome — the protein-encoding portions 
of the genome — for half of each group of 
infants to determine whether those data 
alone can improve children’s health. Exome 
sequencing is cheaper, albeit less compre-
hensive, than whole-genome sequencing.

A third team, led by geneticists  
Cynthia Powell and Jonathan Berg of the 
University of North Carolina in Chapel Hill, 
plans to sequence the 
genomes of 400 babies 
with known genetic 
diseases, such as 
cystic fibrosis, to 
see whether they 
can  g le an  ext ra 
information about 
the disorders. And medical geneticist  
Robert Nussbaum’s group at the University 
of California in San Francisco will sequence 
exomes from 1,400 blood spots, previously 
collected from infants at birth, to deter-
mine whether this information is useful for  
diagnosis.

Each team includes ethicists who will 
grapple with questions such as disclosing 
information that is unrelated to the diag-
nosis. “People are sensitive about the power 
of information in genomics and rightly so,” 
Green says. Those concerns are magnified 
when they involve children. ■

A shaman in Ecuador gathers plants to make ayahuasca, which was at the centre of a biopiracy row.

P O L I C Y

Biopiracy ban stirs 
red-tape fears
Critics worry Nagoya Protocol will hamper disease monitoring.

“Everybody 
is keen to see 
whether this 
is the start 
of a new 
approach.”
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